
CATALYST

INSPIRATIONAL TUFTED CARPET COLLECTION



Welcome to Wilton Carpets

With a heritage dating back over 300 years, Wilton Carpets specialises in designing and 

manufacturing beautiful and enduring wool-rich carpets made in the UK.
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With our rich heritage, manufacturing expertise and inspirational designers, all based in the 

UK, we create carpets for some of the world’s most iconic buildings. From high-profile venues 

and independent hotels, to country houses and golf clubs, from Michelin-starred restaurants 

to local bars and guest houses, we pride ourselves on creating beautifully-designed, luxurious 

and long-lasting carpets that exceed our customers’ expectations, again and again.

Wonderfully
BRITISH
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Let Catalyst spark your imagination

With Catalyst, we bring you a collection of inspirational designs to stimulate your imagination 

and creativity, showcasing the stunning possibilities of tufted carpet.

From the seed of an idea to a precise brief, our UK-based design team will 

help to turn your ideas and concepts into a reality.

We work closely with customers, designers or specifiers to translate requirements and vision 

into beautiful carpet. Whether influenced by furniture, architectural details or any aesthetic, 

the Wilton Carpets’ design studio is among the most intuitive and creative within the sector.

Our design team has created a collection of inspirational designs to stimulate your creativity 

and imagination. This expansive collection is available in any colour to complement your 

interior or you can even combine the designs to bring a unique twist to your venue. Share 

your ideas with our designers and they will work with you to create the perfect solution for a 

truly stunning space.

Working with you to 
create your ideal carpet
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50250-453

All carpets in the Catalyst Collection can be

designed and constructed for your optimal

use. Perfect for guest rooms, meeting rooms or

corridors, the Catalyst Collection is available in

any colour combination and in a range of pile

weights, pile heights and stitch densities to

match your requirements with a 300m² 

minimum order quantity.

Pushing the boundaries of tufted carpet with 

The Catalyst Collection, Wilton Carpets wants 

to show you that tufted carpet is capable of far 

more than you think. Just speak with us and 

explore the possibilities.

Your carpet, 
your way...

Catalyst has the 
potential to offer 
aesthetics that have 
previously only been 
achievable with 
axminster carpet.

Cover Image: 50250-417

50250-453

50250-416



STRIPE

50250-431 50250-432

50250-417

50250-435 50250-424

50250-423

50250-436 50250-425

50250-438
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50250-416

50250-426

50250-437

PLAN VIEW

50250-415
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50250-430

50250-452

Featured

FEATURE

50250-429

50250-433

50250-439 50250-428

50250-427
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Perfect for corridors. 
Create a truly stunning 
interior with the 
Catalyst Collection.
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Choose any design, in any colour to 
bring a room to life.

Featured

50250-460

50250-459

50250-461

50250-462

50250-463

ZONE
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50250-410

50250-411

50250-457

ROYAL

Featured

50250-458
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50250-443

PRESIDENT

50250-409 50250-408

50250-448
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Featured

50250-454
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NOBLE

50250-447 50250-402

50250-442

50250-456

50250-455

50250-412

50250-449

50250-450
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Ideal for guest rooms.
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CHAMBERS

50250-400

50250-419

50250-401

50250-420

Featured
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Featured
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GEO

50250-404 50250-403

50250-406

50250-407



NOVELLO

50250-414
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Featured

50250-444

50250-451

50250-440
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Wilton’s Design Hub
Visit our online design hub to explore the designs in the Catalyst collection.

Request a sample or view the designs in one of our standard rooms. 

Roomview accurately represents the true perspective and scale of your 

selected design, giving you a crystal clear visual that can be output as a pdf file 

for presentation or reference.

Visit wiltoncarpets.com today and see your carpet come to life.

SOVEREIGN

50250-421

50250-446 50250-445

50250-441



© Copyright The Wilton Carpet Factory Limited. All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our designs are and will remain the property of 
The Wilton Carpet Factory Limited. Any infringement of these rights will result in appropriate legal action. Colours are reproduced within the limits of the printing process.

The Wilton Carpet Factory Limited
Minster Street, Wilton, Salisbury

Wiltshire SP2 0AY

t 01722 746 000  |  f 01722 742 923
sales@wiltoncarpets.com

www.wiltoncarpets.com

ISO 9001 Quality Assurance Certified

SPECIFICATION: CATALYST COLLECTION

Wheelmark

Construction Tufted

Pile composition 80% Wool 20% Nylon - BS 3655

Gauge 31.5 per 10cm (8 per inch)

Pile weight* Available in pile weights from 30oz. to 50oz depending upon requirements.

Secondary back Synthetic

Width 4.00m (13ft 1 1/2”) ISO 1765 - BS 4223

Thickness* This will vary according to the pile weight, pile height and stitch density according to requirements.

Total weight* This will vary according to the pile weight, pile height and stitch density according to requirements.

Use* This will vary from light to very heavy contract according to the pile weight, pile height and stitch density.

The above details are subject to normal commercial tolerances. *A fully detailed specification for the exact pile weight, thickness, total weight 
and use recommendations for your specific requirements can be made available by request from The Wilton Carpet Factory Limited.

Fire test Radiant Panel ISO 9239-1 Smoke Generation EN ISO 11925-2

Fire classification Cfl s1 CE EN 14041:2004

Marine fire certification
IMO & USA Coastguard Approved
IMO Resolution A653 (16)
IMO Resolution MSC 61 (67) Annex 1 part 5 & Annex 2

Colour fastness Wet 3-4 (Scale 1-5)

Installation In accordance with BS 5325:2001 or any later revision - Installation of textile floor coverings - Code of practice.

Maintenance Please refer to The Wilton Carpet Factory Ltd for full maintenance advice.

Minimum Order Quantity 300m2


